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Results of a Dutch National and subsequent International Expert Meeting on Interconception Care

Introduction: The potential value of preconception care and interconception care is increasingly acknowledged, but delivery is generally uncommon. Reaching women for interconception care is potentially easier than for preconception care, however the concept is still unfamiliar. Expert consensus could facilitate guidelines, policies and subsequent implementation. A national and subsequent international expert meeting were organized to discuss the term, definition, content, relevant target groups, and ways to reach target groups for interconception care.

Methods: We performed a literature study to develop propositions for discussion in a national expert meeting in the Netherlands in October 2015. The outcomes of this meeting were discussed during an international congress on preconception care in Sweden in February 2016. Both meetings were recorded, transcribed and subsequently reviewed by participants.

Results: The experts argued that the term, definition, and content for interconception care should be in line with preconception care. They discussed that the target group for interconception care should be ‘all women who have been pregnant and could be pregnant in the future and their (possible) partners’. In addition, they opted that any healthcare provider having contact with the target group should reach out and make every encounter a potential opportunity to promote interconception care.

Discussion: Expert discussions led to a description of the term, definition, content, and relevant target groups for interconception care. Opportunities to reach the target group were identified, but should be further developed and evaluated in policies and guidelines to determine the optimal way to deliver interconception care.
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Introduction

In order to prevent adverse birth outcomes, the importance of preconception health and preconception care (PCC) has been recognized [1]. This applies to care before first pregnancies as well as to care before subsequent pregnancies, the latter often referred to as interconception care (ICC). However, more effort is needed to integrate PCC and ICC in current practice [2]. Compared to PCC, ICC could take advantage of available routine postnatal care, yet a complicating factor is that ICC is a rather unfamiliar concept, literature is scarce and different terms and definitions are used [3]. Clarity, for instance in guidelines, has been described as a determinant for implementation of new concepts in healthcare [4]. As such, achieving consensus on ICC could facilitate multidisciplinary guidelines and policies on ICC, which are currently not in place in many European countries [5]. Consensus meetings have been organized on PCC previously [6, 7, 8], however to our knowledge, this has not been done for ICC. We therefore organized a national and subsequent international expert meeting to discuss different aspects of ICC.

Materials and methods

We used a similar approach for organizing and reporting on the ICC expert meetings, as was previously used for an expert meeting on PCC [6]. Firstly, we carried out a comprehensive literature search [see addendum for more details] to develop propositions as a starting point for discussion in the national expert meeting. We formulated propositions for consensus on five items related to ICC: the term ICC, the definition of ICC, the content of ICC, relevant target groups for ICC and ways to reach the target groups. In addition, studies that specifically reported on the impact of ICC interventions were summarized by describing participants, the intervention, and key findings [Addendum]. Also, three papers that provided an overview of ICC and together covered many of the topics described in the other papers [2, 3, 9], were sent in advance to the participants of the national expert meeting.
Secondly, during the national ICC expert meeting that we organized in the Netherlands in October 2015, the propositions based on the literature study were presented and discussed with nineteen participants. The results of this national meeting were subsequently discussed in an international meeting, which was organized during the Third European Congress on Preconception health and care (ECPHC) in Sweden in February 2016 and was joined by about 40 participants from seven countries. Different disciplines were involved in the meetings [see addendum for more details on the meetings]. Both meetings were chaired by members of the project team and were audio recorded. We produced transcripts and summarized the outcomes of the meetings that were reviewed by the participants of the national meeting and by country representatives of the international meeting.

The results will be presented per discussed ICC item in a fixed format: a summary of the literature; the proposition given as input for the national meeting; the discussion outcomes of the expert meetings; and lastly, a summary of the expert’s discussions that had led to the outcome, including identified knowledge gaps.

Results

ICC Term

Literature

Our starting point was the term interconception care, which was already described as interconceptional care in the late 1970s [10, 11]. However, three different terms seem to be used interchangeably with ICC on a regular basis: preconception, interpregnancy, and internatal care [2, 3]. Based on the meaning of terms, these terms could differ in the period of care they enclose (figure 1).
Proposition

The four different terms (figure 1) were introduced.

Expert discussion outcome

ICC should be referred to as ‘PCC between pregnancies’ (figure 1). This PCC can then be part of internatal care, which is the whole package of healthcare from birth until the next birth.

Summary of the experts’ discussions

The Dutch experts did not want to introduce another term for something that is actually the same as PCC. They argued that using just one term, PCC, would help in conveying the message of PCC. Furthermore, ICC can be a confusing term with regard to the period it covers, since it suggests care starting from conception onwards. Despite the period not being completely adequate, the experts preferred the term ICC when comparing it to the terms internatal and interpregnancy care.

During the international meeting two other terms were also mentioned: ‘prepregnancy care’ and ‘periconception care’. However, from a policymaker perspective, the helpfulness of using the same term was stressed again and it was argued that the WHO also uses the term PCC and the term ICC. From a public health point of view, using the term ICC instead of PCC can sometimes have an advantage, because ICC offers the opportunity to target a specific group of women (women who have been pregnant).

The result of the expert meetings was to use the term ‘PCC between pregnancies’. This is in line with the description of the WHO and the description used before by Lu et al in the context of internatal care.[3, 7] Dutch experts thought that ‘internatal care’ fits the whole package of care to both women and children between births.
**ICC Definition**

*Literature*

Our literature search showed various descriptions for ICC. ICC is said to be in essence PCC for a subsequent pregnancy [3]. ICC has also been referred to as the identification and reduction of risks that affect the health of the woman and any future pregnancy, with additional intensive interventions in the interconception period for women who have had a prior adverse pregnancy outcome, such as fetal loss, preterm birth, low birth weight, congenital or genetic diseases and medical comorbidities [2, 12]. The interconception period is generally interpreted as the interpregnancy period or as a bridge from the postpartum period to either a subsequent pregnancy or the decision not to conceive again [8, 13, 14].

For PCC, more comprehensive definitions have already been formed. The Dutch expert meeting on PCC in 2012 adapted the definition of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the March of Dimes from 2005 to the following definition: ‘A set of interventions and/or programs that aims to identify and enable informed decision-making to modify biomedical, behavioral, and (psycho) social risks to parental health and the health of their future child, through counselling, prevention and management, emphasizing those factors that must be acted on before conception and in early pregnancy, to have maximal impact and/or choice’ [6, 8]. This definition included a footnote: *Preconception care may be a good opportunity to reduce perinatal mortality and morbidity*

*Propositions*

Two propositions were formed based on the PCC definition from 2012: 1) an adjusted version of the PCC definition including the aspects ‘risk factors from prior pregnancies’ and the period ‘between two pregnancies’; 2) ICC described as a subtype of PCC.
Expert discussion outcome

The former definition of PCC was adjusted on several points (in bold), resulting in the following definition for ICC: Interconception care is preconception care* between pregnancies.

*A set of interventions and/or programs that aims to identify and enable informed decision-making to optimize biomedical, behavioral, and (psycho) social factors that can influence parental health (including fertility potential) and the health of their future child, through counselling, prevention and management, emphasizing those factors that must be acted on before conception and continued in early pregnancy, to have maximal impact and enable informed choices.1

1 Preconception care may be a good opportunity to reduce perinatal and maternal mortality and morbidity

Summary of the experts’ discussions

In line with the discussion on the term, the Dutch experts agreed to define ICC as a subtype of PCC. They preferred to keep the definition of PCC and thereby not focusing on risk factors from prior pregnancies in particular, as all the components of PCC stay relevant for ICC. In addition, they argued that a focus on health promotion instead of risk factors would facilitate implementation of PCC by policymakers, professionals and researchers. At the international meeting, a discussion arose on the words 'in early pregnancy' being part of the definition, because this might diminish the importance of the preconception period. In the end, participants agreed that PCC interventions have to continue into early pregnancy, because women do not yet receive regular antenatal care. During the international expert meeting the suggestion was made to add fertility potential to the definition, because it reflects the positive effects of PCC on the health of gametes. Someone argued that this was already included in ‘parental health’, but other experts argued to explicitly mention it and hence to create a stronger link between PCC and fertility care.


**ICC Content**

**Literature**

Evidence for risk factors to be taken up in PCC was provided by a review of Jack et al. from 2008 and an update of this review by Temel et al. in 2012, who also performed a systematic search to assess the effectiveness of preconceptional lifestyle interventions [6, 15, 16]. This evidence is likely to be applicable to ICC as well, as often no distinction has been made between PCC and ICC. Few studies have specifically assessed the effectiveness of an ICC intervention on improved pregnancy outcomes or proxy outcomes such as behavior change (see addendum table) [17]. Only two studies have shown a positive impact; suggesting improved folic acid use and suggesting increased pregnancy intervals and less adverse outcomes in a high-risk population [18, 19]. Many ICC programs have been described without reporting on effectiveness or only providing feasibility and process evaluations [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28].

The content of the reported ICC interventions is often widespread including social and medical services. In addition to the general content recommended for PCC [6], certain items have gained special attention for ICC based on risk factors in the period between pregnancies and the associations with pregnancy outcomes. Firstly, family planning should support effective use of contraception to avoid unintended pregnancies and short pregnancy intervals [2, 3, 29]. Since, these situations are associated with increased risk of adverse outcomes [3, 9, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Secondly, previous pregnancy outcomes should be considered ‘to reduce risks that may affect the woman’s health and any future birth she may have’ [2]. This includes outcomes such as preeclampsia and hypertensive disorders [36, 37], gestational diabetes [38, 39, 40, 41], recurrent miscarriages [42], preterm birth [43, 44, 45], a small-for-gestational-age baby [46], perinatal loss [13, 47, 48, 49], and adolescent pregnancy [34, 50]. Thirdly, optimizing health status in the interconception period related to weight [51, 52, 53]...
54, 55, 56, 57, 58], HIV [59, 60], and chronic conditions [14, 61] has been recommended. Lastly, psychosocial and behavioral components of ICC have been mentioned, such as paying attention to stress, depression, family violence and substance abuse [2, 3, 9]. On the same note, parenting support and breastfeeding promotion have been suggested [3].

Proposition

Our proposition was to include the same content for ICC as was reached in the consensus for PCC previously [6]. In addition, special attention should be given to risk groups and to the following items that are specifically relevant in ICC: outcomes of prior pregnancies, the interpregnancy interval, contraception, breastfeeding, physical recovery and mental health after pregnancy.

Expert discussion outcome

‘Continuing preconception care as delivered before a first pregnancy, as well as paying attention to outcomes of prior pregnancies and future pregnancy planning.’

Summary of the experts’ discussions

When the content of ICC was discussed during the Dutch meeting, the importance of both emphasizing the general PCC message, as well as leaving out the focus on risk groups was expressed. The international experts agreed that the content of ICC is the same as the content of PCC, but mentioned that it should in practice also be a continuation of received PCC before the first pregnancy. In addition, it was deemed relevant to raise awareness on timely health seeking in case of secondary infertility, and combine this with other aspects of reproductive health such as contraception and birth spacing in the term ‘future pregnancy planning’. Lastly, in the international discussion topics such as future health, male health and domestic violence
were identified as important, but considered covered by the general PCC content.

**ICC Target Group**

**Literature**

ICC has been advised for everyone, but specifically for high-risk mothers, for whom it would be particularly beneficial [2, 3]. DeCesare et al. refer to the ‘every woman, every time’ slogan and include in ICC women actively trying get pregnant, women unsure of pregnancy plans, and women who are preventing pregnancy [9]. Instead of just women, Moore et al. refer to the couple [13]. Previous ICC interventions have often focused on specific risk groups (Addendum table), such as women with previous adverse outcomes, lower socio-economic status, minority background, or risk behavior, and adolescents, aiming to reduce disparities. Medical and behavioral risks (e.g. no folic acid supplementation) seem as relevant, if not more, in the interconception period as in the preconception period based on their prevalence [62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69].

**Proposition**

‘All fertile women who have ever been pregnant, with a focus on high-risk groups.’

**Expert discussion outcome**

‘All women who have been pregnant and could be pregnant in the future and their (possible) partners.’

**Summary of the experts’ discussions**

The Dutch experts thought that ICC should be offered to a broad target group and that it is unnecessary to say that you pay extra attention to high-risk groups. Both the Dutch and
international experts agreed that ‘partners’ had to be added to the target group. In addition, the proposed formulation of 'fertile women' was adjusted in an effort to include women with fertility problems in the target group as well.

**Reaching ICC Target Groups**

*Literature*

Reaching parents before the (next) conception is essential for effective ICC. Women who have been pregnant can often be identified within the medical system. As such, Shannon et al. describe ICC as risk identification during a woman's hospital visit for labor and delivery [12]. A frequently suggested way to reach parents for ICC is at postpartum visits [2, 3, 9]. However, use of postpartum care can be dependable on sociodemographic characteristics and perceived need [70, 71]. The optimal frequency, timing, duration and intensity for postpartum visits is unknown [72]. In the Netherlands, a single visit around six weeks postpartum is recommended, but Lu et al. have recommended expanding the number of visits to apply ICC [3]. The role of maternity care providers in postpartum care and ICC has been described [11, 73, 74], but also other healthcare providers have been suggested to take part in ICC such a pediatric care providers [19, 23, 75, 76], internists [61], sexually transmitted disease clinics [77], general practitioners and genetic counsellors [78]. Actually, every office visit is an opportunity for ICC [9]. Also, group sessions such as CenteringParenting[79] and home visits can be used for ICC. On a general note, ICC should be part of a life course approach [78, 80, 81, 82].

*Proposition*

We proposed three fixed moments: six weeks postpartum by a midwife, gynecologist or pediatrician; six months and twelve months postpartum by a preventive child healthcare physician (well-baby clinics).
Expert discussion outcome

The target group should be reached at different moments and as often as possible, for instance during postpartum visits by midwives, gynecologists or pediatricians, during regular check-up or vaccination moments by preventive child healthcare physicians or nurses, and during consultations with other healthcare professionals (e.g. general practitioners, nutritionists, and professionals at abortion and fertility clinics).

Summary of the experts’ discussions

The Dutch experts discussed the difference between ICC and an ICC consultation; ICC can be integrated in regular care and (if necessary) result in a separate ICC consultation. This distinction might facilitate implementation of ICC. It gives the opportunity to involve many healthcare professionals in the delivery of ICC, who can offer a form of ICC and refer patients for a separate ICC consultation. All healthcare professionals should continuously be aware of the opportunity to offer PCC and ICC. In addition, other options to involve healthcare professionals and the target group were mentioned, such as via social media, medical curricula, municipal public health policies and integrating ICC in CenteringParenting. The international experts discussed a few other opportunities: ICC provided by abortion services and fertility clinics, and by occupational physicians. A discussion arose about women who might be missed when they have a miscarriage at home and do not visit a healthcare provider. Yet, experts suggested that PCC opportunities should be in place to reach these women. Unfortunately, both expert meetings did not achieve consensus on an elaborate plan to reach the target group.
Discussion

The literature study showed how little uniformity there is in the implementation of ICC and how little literature is available on the evaluation of ICC. The expert meetings offered a unique opportunity to discuss the topic of ICC with experts of different disciplines and different nationalities. Although we have to be careful in stating that we reached consensus on ICC, for instance since more official methods for reaching consensus exist [83], the described results can give the necessary attention to this still uncommon form of care. The summarized expert discussions and the suggested international discussion outcomes on the definition, term, content, target group and ways to reach the target group for ICC will be helpful in bringing the implementation of ICC forward. In addition, the outcomes are graphically summarized in figure 2.

The prevailing opinion was to refrain from putting much emphasis on ICC, but focus on PCC. PCC is a more familiar term that is extensive in its definition and content, and includes ICC. Sometimes, referring specifically to ICC can be useful, for example when a specific focus is desired on the target group of women who have been pregnant. Yet, even then ICC should not be explained differently than ‘PCC between pregnancies’. This latter description has been used before by Lu et al, but they preferred the term internatal care to ICC in contrast to our experts [3]. Another dominant view at the national expert meeting was to put less emphasis on risks, but put more emphasis on promoting health instead. Moreover, this way a more general approach of reaching the target group could be pursued, including ‘all women who have been pregnant and could be pregnant in the future and their (possible) partners’ and ‘any healthcare provider in contact with the target group’. Verbiest et al. have also advocated the importance of increasing the provision of comprehensive, woman-centered care to promote women’s health and wellness in the postpartum and interconception period and recently Barker et al referred to the postpartum or interpartum care opportunities to improve health behavior [84,
A final recurrent theme at the international meeting was to make a stronger connection between fertility care and PCC and ICC.

Both expert meetings did not result in a detailed plan to reach the target group. Many opportunities were identified, but implementation of ICC should be further developed and evaluated in policies and guidelines to formulate the optimal way to deliver ICC.
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Figure 1. Different terms used in the context of Interconception care
Figure 2. Preconception care and Interconception care impact